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AdvRider WD 
User Manual 

 
AdvRider WD is a complete toolset for the adventure rider including off-road navigation system, 
real-time riding groups and vehicle anti theft system all packed in an easy to use user interface 
 
General UI layout 
============== 
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Terminology 
============= 
 

Term Description Visual Remarks 

Main menu Allow access to all sub 
menus 

  

Maps menu Opens map & navigation 
activities dialog 

  

Groups menu Opens groups dialog allowing 
operations such as join, 
search and create riding 
group 

  

Local tracks menu Shows local tracks nearby 
your current location 

  

Security menu Allow connecting and 
activating advrider wd’s GPS 
tracker abilities 

  

Statistics panel Shows various real-time data 
such as speed and altitude  

  

Offline map Navigation map which doesn’t 
rely on internet connection 

  

Online map Navigation map which 
requires internet connection 
to operate 

  

Track Collection of waypoints   

Waypoint Single location in a track    

Waypoint menu a menu shown when 
selecting a track waypoint 

  

Distance label a label showing track or track 
segment distance 
when navigating with 
roadbook this label will show 
the distance to the next 
roadbook waypoint  

  

Roadbook Collection of special / 
important waypoints in the 
track  

  

Roadbook waypoint a significant waypoint in the 
track such as a turn, point of 
interest or a warning  
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Public repository Cloud storage for advrider 
wd’s tracks 

  

Riding group Group of up to 50 riders, all 
shown in real-time on the 
map 

  

My location arrow an orange arrow indicating 
my location and the direction 
I’m looking at 

  

Compass navigation 
arrow 

a blue arrow showing azimuth 
and distance to the next 
milestone in the current track  

  

Compass navigation Navigating through roadbook 
waypoints using the compass 
navigation arrow 

  

Trip computer a panel showing real-time 
riding data such as speed, 
average speed, distance and 
height 

  

GPS tracker agent    

    

 
 

Features 
========== 
 

Maps & Navigation  
1. offline maps 
2. online maps 
3. load .gpx & .twl files 
4. export to .gpx 
5. roadbook waypoints 
6. GPS recording 
7. track editor - delete/copy/cut/paste track segments to modify existing tracks and create 

new ones 
8. measure track segment distance 
9. track bookmarks 

10. on-road navigation to track point using external navigation app such as Waze 
11. save tracks on local storage 
12. publish tracks to AdvRider’s cloud storage - share with the community 
13. search & load tracks from AdvRider’s cloud storage 
14. trip computer - reporting speed, avg speed, altitude,  distance 
15. real-time on screen ETA and total remaining distance 
16. compass navigation - shows azimuth + distance to a specific point regardless your 

location 
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Riding Groups 
1. create riding groups - up to 50 riders can join and ride together in each group, all shown 

at real-time on the map 
2. See the distance of each rider from your location 
3. configurable alert distance - a group member which remains far behind (configurable) 

the group will be shown in red  
4. Rider roles - supported roles: Rider, Leader, Marshal, Real-guard 
5. Record rider course - record the course of any rider in the group in real-time 
6. Drawing conversation - remotely draw map points on your friends maps in real-time 
7. Chat - send text messages between group members 

 

Automatic lap time measurement  
1. One-click lap time measure  
2. Up to 5 laps measure in a row 
3. Measure whole lap or only a route segment 

 

Worldwide tracks search with GPSIES repository integration  
1. One-click track search on any place in the world 
2. No account registration needed  

 

GPS tracker - anti theft system 
1. hide an old cheap smartphone in your vehicle, serving as an GPS tracker agent  
2. AR can connect to the agent device and get notifications when someone is messing with 

your vehicle 
3. movement/shake alert - an alert message will show and your alarm clock will start 

immediately  
4. track your vehicle in the event of theft  
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Maps & Navigation 

Switching between online maps 

Click on main menu  

Click on maps  
Choose between “Normal” and “Satellite” maps  

 
 

 

Switching between Portrait/Landscape views 
In the app settings dialog, enable/disable “Landscape orientation”. Landscape view is commonly 
used on tablets installations  
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Loading track from a file 

Click on main menu  

Click on maps  

Click on tracks  

Click on  
Select a .gpx file located in your device’s storage  
The track will be loaded and shown on your active map 
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Show/Hide track connecting lines 
In the application settings, enable/disable Offline connecting lines and/or Online connecting 
lines 
This, will show or hide the connecting lines between track waypoints in Offline/Online maps 
respectively 
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Changing connect-line color 
In the application settings, press on “Connect-line color” and then select a new color from the 
pop-up dialog. The track connecting lines will change accordingly  
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Start navigating - Find your location on the map 

Press on main menu  

Press on maps  

Press on “Start GPS”  
A GPS icon will show and Once GPS signal will be available, a big orange arrow will show your 
location on the map 

 
Navigation is using the loaded track along with the compass navigation arrow, roadbook and trip 
computer information to ride along the track waypoints and getting to your checkpoints 
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Return to your current location 
Pressing once on the GPS icon will bring you back to your current location on the map 
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Use external navigation application to navigate to a track waypoint  

Press on any track waypoint  
a waypoint menu will show  

Press on navigate to  
Choose your favorite navigation application such as Google maps or Waze 
The navigation application will take you to the selected waypoint 
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Recording a track 

Press on main menu  

Press on maps  

Press on record  
This, will record your path by sampling the GPS every X meters and Y hours (X and Y are 
configurable) 
 
To stop recording, press again on the “record” button in the maps menu 
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Saving your track 

Press on main menu  

Press on maps  

Press on save  
Fill the track name and description fields and press on “Save track” 
This operation will save your track in AdvRider WD’s local storage 
 
To see your locally saved tracks, press on “tracks” in the maps menu 
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Saving your track with a different name 

Click on main menu  

Click on maps  

Click on save as  
Fill the track name and description fields and press on “Save track” 
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Export track to GPX file 

Press on main menu  

Press on maps  

Press on tracks  
Press on the export button in any of the tracks in the list 

 

Select a directory for saving the file  
Press on the OK button 
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Type a file-name and click save  
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Publishing your track to AdvRider wd public repository 

Press on main menu  

Press on maps  

Press on tracks   
Press on the publish button in any of the tracks in the list 

 
 
Type your name - this will be used later for searching, then press on Publish 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
When the publishing process finishes, a public unique id will be shown in the track record  
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Load track from AdvRider wd’s public repository 

Press on main menu  

Press on maps  

Press on tracks  

Press on  
If you a have a specific track number, type it in the text field and press on “Load”  

 
If you want to search for a track, select the “Search” radio button then type the search text and 
press on “search” 

 
All tracks containing the search text in their name or author name will be fetched from the 
repository 
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Press on the load button of any track in the list. It will be downloaded from the repository and 
shown on your map 
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Create a track manually (no GPS recording) 
Find on the map the starting location of the track that you want to create 
Long-press on that point to create a manual blue waypoint 

 
Add as many waypoints as you like 

 
Save your manual track (see saving your track section) 
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Edit track 
========= 

Select a track segment 
Press on any track waypoint  
In the waypoints menu, press on the select button 

 
Press on another track waypoint 
In the waypoints menu, press on the select button again 

  
The entire track segment between the start and the end waypoints will be highlighted  
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Delete a track segment 
Select a track segment (see prev. section) 
Press on any track waypoint 
In the waypoints menu, press on “delete” 
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The highlighted segment will be deleted from the track  

Copy a track segment 
Select a track segment (see prev. section) 
Press on any track waypoint 
In the waypoints menu, press on “copy” 
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Re-position track waypoint 
press on a waypoint - a green arrow indicating the selected point will show 
long-press on the green arrow 

 
drag the arrow - the waypoint attached to it will move as well 
stop dragging the arrow when the waypoint reaches the desired location 
save your track to persist changes 

 

Reverse track 

Press on main menu  

Press on maps  
Press on Reverse 
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Manually merge various track segments into new track 
Load any track 
Copy a track segment (see copy track segment section) - this segment will be temporarily stored 
in the clipboard 
Load the target track - the track in which you want to append the stored segment 
In your target track, press on any waypoint to show the waypoints menu 
Press on “paste” - this will append the track segment in the clipboard to the current (new) track 

  
Repeat the copy - paste procedure until your target track is completed 
Save the new track 
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Editing a track with the command line console 
It’s much easier to create/edit tracks using the command line console. within the command line 
you can copy, delete, paste, move and convert segments of way points using simple 
commands. 
In AdvRider WD, each waypoint has an index number indicating its position relating to other 
waypoints in the track for example: waypoint 15 is positioned after waypoint 14 and before 
waypoint 16. A sequence of waypoints from one index number to another index number is 
called a segment for example: waypoints 0 to 100 is a segment containing 101 points 
 

Determine the way-point’s index number 
Press on a waypoint. an edit menu will appear on the left side indicating the point’s index 
number in its title 

 
  

Opening the command line console 

Long-press on the main menu button  
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Press on the command-line console button  
 
A text box will appear. This is where you type your commands 

 
Copy a segment 
For example, to copy segment 55-500 type the following command: 
cp 55-500 
cp stands for copy, 55 is the start waypoint and 500 is the end waypoint 
Press on the “run” button 
Points 55 to 500 will be highlighted 
 

Paste a previously copied segment 
Open  the command line console 
Type: paste 
press on the “run” button 
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Move a segment 
You can re-index a segment of waypoints by moving them to another index location for 
example: you have a track containing 10 points from location A to B 
Now, you decide to bypass part of the track (C) 

 
As a result, you have 5 more points for the bypass so now your track contains 15 points 
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The problem is that the 5 newly added points are indexed 11 to 15. The application doesn’t 
know that they were made for a bypass in the middle of the track and it affects a variety of 
calculations. 
So, in order to fix that we need to re-locate those 5 points so their indexes will be numbered 6 to 
10 
To do that, type the following command in the console text box: 
mv 15-28 after 2  
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The command text is quite self-explained. Points 15 to 28 has moved after point 2 which means 
their indexes are now become 3 to 16.  

Now, that the points are indexed correctly we can delete the segment that we just bypassed 
(points 17-23). We don’t need it anymore in our track. 
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Delete points 
To delete a segment of points type the following in the command line console: 
del [start point]-[end point] 
In our example we should run the command: del 17-23 to delete the bypassed segment from 
the track 
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But what is it? Why does the application connects between point 2 and point 17 instead of 
connecting the points in their sequential order (point 2 to 3 to 4 to 5 .. etc.)? 

 
This is because the application treats the blue points as an “edit” (temporary) points and doesn’t 
include them in the track so in that case the first “real” point after point 2 is point 17 and 
therefore they are connected. 
In order to include our bypass in the track we need to convert the “edit” points to “real” points.  
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Converting edit points to waypoints  
Edit points are the blue points added manually by long pressing on the map. You can create as 
many edit points as you like. AdvRider WD will not include these points in any of its calculations 
including track distance. 
You can convert edit points to regular waypoints by typing the following in the command line 
console: 
conv [start point]-[end point] 
In our example we would like to convert edit points 3-16 to real points so let’s run the command: 
conv 3-16 

 
 
Now all the points in the track are real way points and the connecting line goes through all of 
them 
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Measure track segment distance 
Select a track segment (see prev. section) 
The distance between the start and end points will be shown in the distance label 
Where measurement units are: M=meters, ML=miles and KM=kilometers 
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Define track roadbook 
Go to the beginning of your track 
Locate a significant waypoint in your track such as a left/right turn or a point of interest  
Press on that waypoint  

In the waypoints menu, press on the bookmark button  
In the dialog shown, type name (optional), description (optional) and select the waypoint type 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Press on “Add Waypoint” - the roadbook waypoint icon will appear 
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Continue adding as much as needed, significant waypoints  
The collection of those significant waypoints is the track’s Roadbook 
While navigating, AdvRider WD will calculate your current position in the track and show the 
icon and distance to the next roadbook waypoint.  

 
Building a comprehensive roadbook will free you from the need to constantly look at your track 
while navigating 
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Roadbook-only track 
a track made of roadbook waypoints only. This is a classic rally track which fits navigating in the 
open desert, in the water or in cases when it’s only important to get to the points and not 
adhering to a specific track 
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Compass navigation 
Define a roadbook to a track or create a roadbook-only track 
Start navigating to the track starting point 
The compass navigation arrow will show the azimuth and air distance to the first roadbook 
waypoint 

 
Navigate through the roadbook waypoints while relying on the compass navigation arrow. It is 
up to you to decide how exactly to get to that point 
Upon reaching a roadbook waypoint, the system will automatically set the next point as a target 
adjusting the compass navigation arrow accordingly  
 
* in cases when there are no roadbook waypoints, the compass navigation arrow will show the 
azimuth and distance to the next track waypoint  
 

Lock compass navigation on a specific point 
Find map location to which you want to reach. If there is a waypoint there (part of an existing 
track), press on it. if not, create a temporary waypoint by long-pressing on the map on that 
location. 
Press on the waypoint to show the waypoint menu 
Press on the “Set Target” button 
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The compass navigation arrow will lock itself to that waypoint constantly showing azimuth and 
distance to that location in real-time. A locking icon will appear inside the compass navigation 
arrow indicating that it is in lock mode 

 
To unlock the compass navigation arrow simply press on it once. The locking icon will disappear 
and probably also the arrow itself until a new target will be set  
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Using the trip computer 
To show the trip computer, press on the trip computer button  

 
Press again to hide it 
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Using OruxMaps offline maps 
AdvRider WD has native support for OruxMaps raster offline maps. Any raster offline map 
installed under oruxmaps/mapfiles/ will appear in AdvRider WD’s offline maps list with an 
“Orux:” prefix 
To show all offline maps installed do the following: 
Press on Main Menu 

 
Press on Maps 

 
Press on “Offline” 

 
 
Press on the desired map to load it 

 
* sometimes a map will not show until you load a relevant track (a track in the map’s 
boundaries) 
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Create offline maps using Maperitive 
Maperitive is a free software for drawing maps. The software and its documentation can be 
found at: http://maperitive.net/ 
Download Maperitive software from http://maperitive.net/download/Maperitive-latest.zip 
Unzip the file and run maperitive.exe 
a default OSM map will show. You can select one of the other available map sources (Tools -> 
Add Web Map) 
Locate and zoom into an area which interests you 
Find the center of your trip’s area 
Right-click and select “Place Geometry Bounds Here” - an initial selection area will show 

 
Modify the selection area until it fits your needs 
Click on Tools -> Generate Tiles menu 
While generating the tiles, a “RUNNING A TASK PRESS ESC TO ABORT” message will show 

 
Wait until it finishes. It might take from a few minutes and up to several hours! to finish rendering 
depends on the area size and zoom level 
 

http://maperitive.net/download/Maperitive-latest.zip
http://maperitive.net/
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Upon finish, open the Tiles folder and zip all its inner folders into one compressed zip file 
Give this file a name preserving its .zip extension for example: my_nice_map.zip 
That’s it. You just finished creating a map file 
Install your map (see next section) 
 

Installing offline maps 
Close AdvRider wd application 
Put the map zip file that you created in watchdog/maps/ folder  
Open AdvRider WD application. a map installation message will show at the bottom left corner 
of the screen 

 
Wait until the message disappear (it might take a few minutes) - your offline map is ready to use 
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Group Riding 
 
Group riding is the ability to ride together as a group and manage rider’s roles in the trip using 
real-time communication. 
 

 
Using this feature you can: 

1. Create a riding group or join an existing one  
2. See the group riders on the map in real-time 
3. See the riders distances relative to your position 
4. Jump to specific rider’s position on the map 
5. Get alerts when riders are getting too far from the group 
6. Set your or other rider’s roles (for example - Leader, Rider, Marshal, Rear guard) 
7. Track (record) any rider’s course 
8. Send text messages within the group 
9. Remotely draw track points on your group member’s maps 
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Create/Join a group 

Press on Main -> Groups -> Join Group  

 
Type the group name, your nick name and optionally the group’s access password 
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Press on “Join Group” - if the group doesn’t already exist, it will be created now, otherwise you 
will join the existing group. 
Wait for a success icon to appear then the dialog will automatically close and you will see your 
group highlighted in green meaning it is active now 

 
Press “back” to return to the map 
The name of the active group will appear above the main menu button 
An orange round button with the number of active group members will show left to the group 
name 
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Many riders can join the group. It is best practice not to have more than 50 riders in the same 
group. 
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Watch riders list 
Press on the Orange riders counter button - a list of the group riders will show 
To hide the list, press again on the Orange button or on the minimize list button 
See the distance of each rider from your position 
Press on any rider in the list to navigate the map to its current position 
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Set riders roles 
Long-press on a rider’s name from the list - a dialog will appear 

 

 
Select the desired role. You have the following options: 

1. Rider - a “regular” rider  
2. Leader - the rider which leads the group.  
3. Marshal - a rider which is responsible for directing the group traffic. A marshal role is 

dynamic, usually the leader marks the rider behind him to become a marshal when 
reaching a significant turn in the trip. The marshal stays in its position, directing the traffic 
until the rear guard reaches and frees him. The marshal then becomes a regular “rider” 
again 

4. Rear guard - one or more riders in the end of the riding group 
 
Anyone in the group can set his own or other rider’s role. All riders will be synced with this 
selection. Each role has its own icon color. 
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Alerts 
The application will raise an alert whenever a rider is too far from the group. A “lost” rider ‘will be 
painted in red. Leaders, Marshals and Group guards are never considered lost. 

 
The default anomaly distance is 250 meters. You can change that in the application settings 

  
Clicking on the alert icon will move the map between all “lost” riders 
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Track a rider’s course 
At any time you can track one of the group rider’s course. It is useful when you want to know the 
exact way he rode to his position. Usually you will want to track the leader’s course. 
Long-press on a rider’s name from the list - a dialog will appear 

 
Press on “Start Tracking” 

 
From that point, the applications will start recording the selected rider’s course and you will see 
it on the map. 
To end the tracking, enter the rider’s settings again and press on the “End Tracking” button. 
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Send text messages 

Press on Main -> Groups  
Press on the “Chat” icon - a chat view will appear 

 
Type a text message and press on the “Send” button 
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All members in the group will get that message and a notification icon will appear in the bottom 
right position of the map. You can press on the notification icon to go to the chat window. 
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A Drawing conversation - share track points 
Sometimes it’s easier to just draw some points on the map instead of explaining something in 
words. For example how to reach to a place or best way to bypass an obstacle. 
The application allows you to draw on other rider’s maps: 

Press on Main -> Groups  
 
Press on the “Draw” icon. It will turn from gary to colorful. 

 
Press “Back” to return to the map 
You will notice the “Draw” icon appears to the left of the group name 

 
All the other group members will see that icon as well 
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Draw a track-point by long-pressing on the map 
A blue track point will be created on your and all other group member’s maps in real-time 
You can draw as many points as you like 
 

 
Any member can decide to step out from the “Drawing conversation” by pressing on the “Draw” 
icon. In that case the icon will disappear and will not be able to send and receive blue track 
points until you turn it on again or someone else starts a new “Drawing conversation”  
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Measuring lap/route segment times 
AdvRider WD allows automatic measurement of the time required to complete a section or 
complete lap of the track. You can automatically measure up to 5 laps in a row. 

What is a lap? 
A lap is part of a track which starts in point A and ends in point B 

  
Given that there are more than two points, the first point will be considered the starting point and 
the last point will be considered the end point. 
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Given that there is only one point it will be the starting point and the end point of the circle. 

 
Given that there are no points at all, the application will generate a point at the start of 
measurement. 
 

Using the automatic lap time measurement 

Spontaneous measurement (unplanned track) 
Open the application 
Open the trip computer 
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Wait for the appearance of the measurement button. It will appear when there is a clear GPS 
signal 

 
Ride to the track’s starting point 
When you are ready to ride, press the Measure button and immediately start the rotation - the 
starting point will appear on the map surrounded by a purple circle.. 
Ride until a full lap is complete and reach the starting point. Once you get to the starting point, 
start another lap immediately.  
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Each time you complete the lap, the computer will show the lap time and start measuring the 
next lap time automatically. 
You can measure up to 5 laps continuously. At the end of the fifth lap the computer will stop the 
measurement. 
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Measure lap times from a predefined point 
Open the application 
Open the trip computer 
Wait for the appearance of the measurement button. It will appear when there is a clear GPS 
signal 
Manually mark the starting point by long press on the map at the desired point. 
 

 
When you are ready to ride, press the Measure button and start riding toward the starting point 
you marked in the previous step. When you get to the starting point, start the lap. 
Ride until a full lap is complete and reach the starting point. Once you get to the starting point, 
start another lap immediately. 
Each time you complete the lap, the computer will show the lap time and start measuring the 
next lap time automatically. 
You can measure up to 5 laps continuously. At the end of the fifth lap the computer will stop the 
measurement. 
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Measure the riding time between two preset points 
Open the application 
Open the trip computer 
Wait for the appearance of the measurement button. It will appear when there is a clear GPS 
signal 
Manually mark the starting point by long press on the map at the desired point. 
In the same way, manually mark also the ending point. 

 
When you are ready to ride, press the Measure button and start riding toward the starting point 
you marked in the previous step. When you get to the starting point, start the lap. 
Ride until a full lap is complete and reach the ending point. Once you get to the ending point, 
ride to the starting point and start another lap immediately. 
The segment between the ending and the starting point is not measured by the application. 
You can measure up to 5 laps continuously. At the end of the fifth lap the computer will stop the 
measurement. 
 

Emphasis and limitations 
1. Try to measure laps in an open field where GPS signal is good and stable. 
2. GPS signal should be especially good at start and end points. In the middle of the lap 

there is no importance to the quality of signal. 
3. Try to place the start and end points in the slowest segments of the route. 
4. The length of the lap / measured segment, should be at least 60 meters (total distance) - 

at least 30 meters in each direction. 
5. The trip-computer will measure up to 5 laps automatically without human contact. The 

measurement will then stop. 
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System settings 
Two relevant system settings have been added to measure lap times under GPS Settings 

1. Lap start distance - The distance from the starting point where the system "realizes" 
that the rider has indeed started the lap. The default is 30 meters 

2. Lap end distance - The distance from the starting point or from the end point where the 
system "realizes" that the rider has reached the point. The default is 10 meters. 
 

Note: The distance of the Lap start distance must be bigger in several meters from Lap end 
distance in order for the computer to be clear about when the rider is on the way to the lap and 
when it ends. 
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Protect your vehicle from theft 
 
AdvRider WD has a vehicle anti theft module. This module requires an Agent device installed in 
your vehicle. The agent device must be an Android phone hidden somewhere in your vehicle. 
In the event that someone shakes or moves your vehicle, the agent will send messages to 
AdvRider WD which will trigger an alert workflow  
 

Installing the agent device 
 
Get an old Android phone 
Install WatchDog Alarm Agent from Google Play store at: 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.abware.watchdog_agent&hl=en 
 
Run WatchDog Agent application. A black log screen will show 

 
Hide the device somewhere in your vehicle 
 

 

   

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.abware.watchdog_agent&hl=en
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Connect to your agent device 
 
This should be done only once 
 
Open AdvRider WD 

Press on main menu  

Press on Lock  
Press on Connect 

 
 
Type the agent’s device phone number and press on Connect 

 
 
Wait until the connection is established, a green V icon will appear and the dialog will close.  
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Lock your vehicle 
 

Press on main menu  

Press on Lock menu  
Press on Lock 

 
 
In a few seconds a lock icon will appear in the top right corner of your map indicating that your 
vehicle is being monitored.  

 
 
From now on until you perform “unlock” any movement of your vehicle will trigger an alert 
workflow  
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Unlock your vehicle 
 
Press once on the Lock icon. It will change to an Unlock icon, indicating that an unlock 
message has been sent 

 
 
The lock icon will disappear when the unlock process in done. 
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Locate your vehicle 
 

Press on main menu  

Press on Lock menu  
Press on Locate 

 
 
This will query for your vehicle location. It might take up to 30 seconds to get the location data 
and show your vehicle on the map depending on the GPS signal strength. Finally your vehicle 
will appear on the map as a red marker 
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Track your vehicle 
 

Press on main menu  

Press on Lock menu  
Press on Track 

 
 
This will cause the agent to continually send your vehicle’s position. 
A tracking mode indication will appear in the top right position of your main screen. 

 
To stop tracking, press again on the Track button which now has the caption of End Track  
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Navigate to your vehicle 
 
You can navigate to your current vehicle’s location using an external application by pressing on 
Navigate 
 

Press on main menu  

Press on Lock menu  
Press on Navigate 

 
 
Choose your favorite navigation application to complete the task 
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System settings 
================= 

Press on main menu  

Press on Lock menu  
Press on Settings 

 
 
System settings list 

Parameter Usage 

AdvRider again phone number The vehicle’s hidden device’s phone number 

Your name will be used when sending alert messages to your 
friends 

Anomaly distance Friends sailing beyond this distance from the riding 
group , will be considered as lost 

Phone to send SMS on alert A friend's phone number in case you want that your 
friends will be notified of the theft alerts 

GPS min time (seconds) The minimum amount of seconds that must pass in 
order to get a GPS sample 

GPS min distance (meters) The minimum amount of meters that your vehicle must 
pass in order to get a GPS sample 

Miles measurement unit (yes/no) Show distances in miles 

Min speed for calc (m/s) Minimum speed for the purposes of calculating the 
average speed 
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Offline min point distance In offline maps - when loading track files, view points 
spaced at least this distance 

Online min point distance In online maps - when loading track files, view points 
spaced at least this distance 

Use SMS communication Use SMS communication between AdvRider WD 
application and its agent device 

Location secret word Anyone sending to you an SMS message containing that 
word will get a response with link to your current location 

 


